CASE STUDY

Education

2bm upgraded an existing
data centre facility to
facilitate high performance
computing (HPC)

The drop in power
consumption when the
new system was enabled
has been in-line with
2bm’s original estimates
which is fantastic.
We were ultimately thrilled
with the decision to
upgrade to a new system,
versus the original plan to
swap out the old chillers for
a like-for-like replacement.
2bm adjusted to changes
in the project and have
delivered us a solution that
demonstrated performance
over the hottest period
of the year.

Paul Nile and Rob James
University of Plymouth

DATA CENTRE
COOLING AND
CAPACITY UPGRADE
TO FACILITATE HPC
The client
The University of Plymouth has more than 100,000
alumni in more than 100 countries and is among the
highest-ranked modern education institutions in the
world.
It is noted for its research and teaching and the high
ambition of its staff and students.
The university specialises in arts, humanities, business,
health and human sciences, medicine and dentistry
and science and engineering.
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enabled, efficient, ready.

Project overview
The University’s primary data centre required a cooling
upgrade. Its existing system was nearing the end of its
life and there was a need to increase the capacity and
capabilities to enable installation of high performance
computing (HPC) hardware from the School of Applied
Mathematics.

was limited space in the plant area and the room required
modifications to ensure health and safety compliance with
the installation of the new hardware.

The solution

The base requirement for the cooling refresh/upgrade was
to provide an N+1 resilient solution which was capable of
delivering 100 kW of cooling capacity to the existing data
centre and also to a new HPC cluster for use by the School
of Applied Mathematics.

›› Complete compressor-less design with no refrigerant
required on site;
›› Indirect free-cooling with external adiabatic dry coolers;
›› External plant items designed to be suitable for the
harsh coastal environment;
›› High-temperature perimeter units and rear door heat
exchangers (21.5°C flow, 8°C ΔT), providing nominal supply
air conditions of 24°C;
›› N+1 resilience on internal and external plant equipment,
including stainless steel pipework;
›› Innovative and dynamic control strategy with no single
points of failure and maximum energy efficiency. *
Site design PUE (including all losses) of TTM 1.15. *
Commissioned in summer, the two-month PUE is sub 1.12
with this expected to reduce over the colder months. *
Full ASHRAE TC9.9 ‘recommended’ supply air temperature
compliance through low wet-bulb temperature in Plymouth;
›› Hot-aisle containment system, providing up to 10 kW
per rack;
›› Integration of HPC racks with up to 25 kW per rack;
›› New environmental monitoring system with rack inlet,
hot-aisle temperature and humidity sensors with full plant
monitoring.hot-aisle temperature and humidity sensors with
full plant monitoring.

The challenge

Completion time

The team needed to keep the existing system running at all
times during the switch-over to the new system. There

12 weeks to practical completion – four weeks ahead of
schedule.

The requirement
The university needed to keep its site live while the new
cooling system for its existing data centre was installed.
2bm came up with an extremely energy efficient and
resilient option which resulted in a short return on
investment and very low operating costs. The project
timescale was initially 16 weeks but practical completion
was 12 weeks.
The existing cooling infrastructure was installed ten years
ago with air-cooled chillers and in-row cooling units.
The installation was of a high standard but the coastal
environment and age of the chillers meant that they
needed replacing.
There was the potential to make large improvements
through a revised design and 2bm offered several options
before the way forward was agreed.
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